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●● Accelerate the f low of messages throughout your organization and 
extend business value outward to smart devices and mobile phones.

●● Create a more-responsive business by supporting rapid, reliable, and    
secure transport of information between your applications, systems  
and services.

●● Reduce cost when you diminish complexity and reduce maintenance.
●● Take action to drive revenue by connecting to new solutions and to 

new technologies—from the mainframe to the mobile enterprise.

Connect your business
Starting simple
The history of information technology (IT) in the enterprise has been  
the history of connecting things together. Whether IT is connecting  
people, applications, systems or data, as years have passed, the number of 
connections between every aspect of the business and the infrastructure 
has increased, almost beyond measure.

A key driver of the growth in connectivity has been the increase in the 
quantity of information being generated and the ensuing use of that 
information. It is this growth in information use and interconnectivity 
that has presented new challenges to enterprise leaders.
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If one were to look at just a subset of the enterprise IT infra-
structure in isolation, one application at a time, there may not 
seem to be any major problems. Any one application and any 
one user might seem to be simple. After all, connecting one 
application to another and exchanging data is not inherently 
complex, at least not if everything works. But as the saying 
goes, “the devil is in the details.” And the details for virtually 
every business today are in a huge number and variety of appli-
cations and systems, generating immense quantities of data, all 
of which might be of value to the business. And all of these 
pieces of data may need to be preserved, tracked and reviewed 
without loss, risk or delay. And as time passes, the connections 
of any one application may multiply, change and 

evolve as business opportunities come and go, as new business 
partnerships are created, and as customers become more inter-
active and demanding. 

This then creates an increasing challenge for your business, in 
the face of a global competitive environment. You must meet 
the changing needs of your business, partners and customers by 
providing the right information, to the right place, at the right 
time. You must accomplish this without compromising informa-
tion security and without losing data or data integrity. And you 
must ensure that the burden of providing this IT infrastructure 
is not so complex that it drives cost up—or drives down the 
responsiveness of your IT organization to the many changes 
demanded of it through the year. 

Application Complexity increases as technology is added
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Figure 1. Illustrates a growth in complexity as business infrastructure changes from simple to complex.
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Increasingly complex
In order to improve today’s sophisticated IT environments, 
there must first be an understanding of the problems, which  
are becoming more difficult as systems connect and grow. 
These are problems that have been increasing and becoming 
ever more urgent over many years. Go back far enough, and 
enterprise computing was just a few monolithic applications, 
acting as processors, and data stores, performing mostly  
simple repetitive routines to well understood data structures. 
Information was made available sporadically, in batches, for 
overnight processing of daily activities that had been stored in 
databases. Understanding and control were straightforward,  
as were the systems. 

However, with greater numbers of computing users came a 
greater desire for more up-to- date information, with resources  
and data more distributed—putting computing and the results 
of computing at the “beck and call” of users—heralding the 
beginning of the end of batch- processing. Fast forward to today, 
and we are coming to the end of this era. No longer are users  
of the enterprise IT infrastructure a subset of employees, but 
are almost certainly every employee, and users extend out to 
include business partners and customers. All of these individuals 
want access to everything from anywhere, on any device. Many 
businesses today still have batch jobs, where all the day’s work  
is held for processing overnight, but the batch-processing  
approach is becoming much less common. And this is driven by 
the fact that businesses no longer shut down overnight. When 
systems are taking work and processing it all day and night, 
there is no longer the opportunity to hold work during the  
day and then to process it at night. Not only is time-critical  
processing important, but the computing resources are never 
sitting idle, ready for batch-driven workloads.  

The problems of complexity
Why is connecting so many different endpoints and users so 
complex, given that a single connection could be described as 
relatively straightforward? Obviously the scale of connections is 
an issue, but the other part of the problem is the risks of failure. 
Connecting systems and applications is easy if everything works. 
The complexity comes when there is either failure, or the possi-
bility of failure. And it is this possibility that causes the prob-
lem. If everything was understood, and all failure modes were 
well-defined, then again things become relatively easy . However 
every program and every connection in an infrastructure needs 
to cater for the possibility of any type of failure mode, which 
means that the programmers must be far more creative in imag-
ining failure than they have generally been in the definition of 
programmatic success. There are just so many different possible 
causes of failure, and the greater the number of connections, 
the possible failure modes increase almost exponentially.

A good example of the need to design for failure can be seen  
in some of the businesses that have deployed in public clouds. 
Increasingly, these hosting infrastructures are becoming com-
monly used and can be excellent ways to extend the amount of 
computing resource available. However, it needs to be under-
stood that these environments can be subject to failure, and to 
potentially much higher failure rates than the typical in-house  
data center that is under the complete control of the owning 
business. Where customers have deployed critical parts of their 
business in the cloud and have not built resilient applications 
that can handle failure in part of their deployment, then the 
entire application ecosystem might fail when just a single piece 
fails. So the need to design for failure and to tolerate failure 
puts an extremely heavy burden on application programmers, 
making them far less focused on their business logic and thus 
far less productive.
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Another example is in the move to connect physical assets. 
Connecting to physical assets that run outside the data center 
means that a far greater rate of failure must be expected. 
Failures could extend to virtually any component or linkage. 
Therefore, the applications that expect to receive data must be 
built to expect failure, and the applications must be designed to 
monitor, tolerate and recover from any type of failure mode. 
Failure to decouple the links between the applications and the 
sources of data, especially when they are likely to be so numer-
ous, would be catastrophic. Applications must not be designed 
to expect data, especially transient data, but the application and 
the device must be expected to intercommunicate—but to  
execute completely independent of each other. 

A last example to consider is the accelerating pace of business 
itself. Back-office systems have been designed and built for  
years to run with extremely high performance and throughput. 
These back-office systems have been measured by transactions  
per second, and response times to the submission of an individ-
ual piece of work. As teams move to accessing and even running 
these solutions outside the enterprise, they continue to expect 
the reliability and the speed of response seen within the enter-
prise domain. To try to achieve this will require substantial  
evaluation of how to implement this connectivity to try to  
balance these requests. When it comes to responding to 
requests, delays of even a second or more may lead to users  
to believe that there is be a problem, and a negative perception 
can lead to rapid dissatisfaction with the solution.

Accelerating change and potential 
solutions
Many of today’s back-office systems are likely to have been   
running for a number of years. The systems which drive those 
enterprise applications and databases are likely to be far more 
recent. This is due not just to the transformation of new 

technology, but by a rapidly increasing number of new business 
opportunities, which tends to be the primary driver of change 
for infrastructure. 

The massive change and growth in new applications—whether 
new sources of data, or new ways to interact with new or exist-
ing employees, customers or partners—has produced a growth 
in workload for many systems. Some of that growth is seen in 
peak-time spikes of work, driven perhaps by external events or  
social media. Other growth is in a widening of the peak load  
of applications. In the past, some applications would have been 
only busy for a few periods in the day. Now, with mobile con-
nectivity or with connected devices, more data might be coming 
through at a more continuous rate. This constant usage is one 
reason that the batch-processing approach is ending, with the  
other reason being the desire for instant processing of all  
transactions—something that is not possible with batch. 

When business infrastructure, including applications and  
systems, was less driven by the need to change, modifications, 
migrations and updates were done with long advance planning. 
Stability was the watchword. However, being ever more respon-
sive, in every sense, is now essential. Both the business and  
its infrastructure must now be able to be targeted at a new 
opportunity and must be capable of going to market with the 
opportunity without delay. This means that there is no chance 
to build an entirely new set of applications, and that there is  
no way to interrupt existing applications to make disruptive 
changes to them. Everything must be capable of being  
seamlessly modified to handle new ways of running, in order  
to allow the business to respond to new opportunities. This 
demands that the applications must be written and connected 
together to support success in this area.
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Accelerating change with mobile connectivity
One place in which business leaders are seeing new opportuni-
ties is the massive growth in mobile computing. There are,  
of course, many ways in which this opportunity is being seen. 
There are opportunities to engage with mobile customers to 
drive more existing business. There are also opportunities  
to take advantage of engaging with mobile customers to create 
completely new business opportunities. Either of these oppor-
tunities could be driven simply by tailored access to existing 
consumer-facing business access that is suitable for mobile use,  
either with a browser-based solution or with a mobile applica -
tion. There is also increasing use of location-based sensing   
leading to new business opportunities. With the customer’s  
client device able to directly engage with businesses based on 
physical location or other attributes then completely new and 
timely offers to drive business can be made. All of this will 
require interfaces to the mobile environment and to the existing 
back-end business systems. And the solution (or solutions) will  
need to be highly dynamic, changing to ref lect the ways in 

which the customers are using the capabilities—and those  
customers and mobile endpoints could number in the millions 
or higher. These are not environments in which you write an 
application once, and then maintain it for 10 years. The ways  
in which your business engages with the customer will have to 
change rapidly, but your back-end systems must to continue to  
run with enterprise security, reliability and efficiency. 

Accelerating change with the “internet of things”
Another new set of opportunities is related to the “internet  
of things.” For many years, business infrastructure has been 
focused inwards on directly connected IT systems within the 
business environment, even though in many businesses there 
were thousands of other devices deployed across the enterprise 
which were generating and consuming data—but doing so  
outside of the IT environment. Therefore, the data these 
devices were generating was rarely used within business, and if 
the data was used it was rarely consumed and acted upon in a 
timely manner. Now, however, business leaders see the possibil-
ities and opportunities of gaining access to this data, and taking 

Connectivity that closes the gap between smart devices and
intelligent decision makers and business processes

intelligent interconnected instrumented

IBM Connectivity

headquarters MQ MQ Telemetry
logistics homes operations stores offshore people

sensors meters controllers rfid scada mobile

Figure 2. Ilustrates growth in the mobile environment and in the “Internet of things” and reveals the importance of connecting from these devices into your back 
end systems.
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action on the events identified by that data. This can create 
opportunities for identifying potentially useful new business 
events, or for cost savings, perhaps identifying when devices  
are running unnecessarily or are consuming too much energy. 
Again, many of the back end systems will need to continue  
to run and process the data that is coming in, although this 
might drive increased workloads, and increased numbers of 
connections. And of course the devices that are at the edge  
of the infrastructure—devices that are to be connected to the 
back-end systems—will need to run “low footprint” code.  
These devices must make use of a lightweight transport proto-
col to ensure that the solution can be deployed widely, into the 
environments in which the devices are deployed and used.

Accelerating change by deploying into the cloud
Until the last couple of years, business leaders had really two 
options for their IT infrastructure. They could buy lots of IT 
hardware, and hire a multi-skilled team of specialists to build,  
deploy and maintain both the hardware and software running 
their business. Or they could outsource virtually all of their IT 
to a large IT services provider—a provider who had both the 
staff and the hardware; these cases typically involved a long- 
term contract to determine the usage and service levels. The 
circumstances of the in-house IT resources could vary , from 
being heavily over-committed to sitting idle. Externally , the  
IT services provided under contract could sometimes be seen  
as an “anchor” holding back the innovation and rapid changes 
needed, with the contract being defined to meet the needs of 
today instead of tomorrow. The growth of cloud computing has 
created a change in this picture. Cloud is not a single thing, but 
in fact can be used to describe the more-dynamic allocation and  
use of in-house IT resources, or  cloud can mean the use as 
needed of publically available IT resources on a usage-based  
model. Or cloud could be any combination of these—and even 
other—deployment types.

Business leaders are likely to be considering which of their  
IT systems, and which of their applications, are suitable for 
deployment in the cloud—whatever cloud might mean to them. 
Perhaps this might be for cost-saving reasons, or it might be   
for more f lexible deployment in response to a growth in usage,  
or it might simply be the fastest way to get something done. 
Whatever the reason, applications will need to become ever 
more agnostic about their runtime environment, and the con-
nections they have to the rest of the enterprise. They will need 
to be loosely connected, but reliably and securely connected, 
enabling business teams to make decisions on deployment  
completely independent of the application architecture itself.

Accelerating change driven by Big Data
The growth of IT usage has been driven by, and mirrored  
by, the growth in data. Almost by definition, business IT is  
the consumption of data in a business context to produce a  
business outcome. And the more that business makes use of  
IT to operate, and to go after new business, then the closer  
the organization’s relationship becomes with data, and the more 
the volume of data itself increases. However, as described in the 
paragraphs above, leaders are now increasingly extending the 
reach of their businesses. This reach is spreading to the mobile 
world, including physical devices, each connection, each trans-
action, each customer interaction creating more and more data. 
And for every piece of data, and for every business opportunity, 
there is more processing required, more rules to be evaluated 
and more actions to be taken. Plus, of course none of the data  
is discarded. In total, this activity is generating staggering 
amounts of data. This Big Data would overwhelm any existing 
IT infrastructure—and clearly any data that is produced and 
kept needs to be valuable and usable in some context, or it is a 
pointless waste of resources. 
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Applications and the business IT infrastructure itself needs to 
be robust enough, and must perform fast enough, to consume 
and take action on all the data and all the events, in a timely 
manner. Other data can be held and processed to extract the 
remaining value. Indeed, the applications and infrastructure 
must be both high-performing and “smart.” Applications and  
infrastructure must not only be able to recognize the data that 
was previously important, but must change to be able to iden-
tify and act upon some of the rest of the Big Data, creating the 
new business opportunities that Big Data represents, even while 
Big Data creates new challenges to the IT infrastructure—the 
systems, the applications and the connections between them. 

Connecting your business systems and 
applications
Every business already has dozens, if not hundreds or even 
thousands of applications. These applications are deployed  
on many different IT environments—whether predominantly 
deployed in a data center, or scattered through many branch 
offices, warehouses or throughout multiple countries. Some  
of these systems will be connected together. Others will run in 
isolation, or will be connected to some subset of other applica-
tions. Business leaders are likely to be evaluating not just how 
to connect new applications to address new business opportuni-
ties (see examples above), but also whether the connections 
between existing applications and systems are meeting today’s 
challenges and are ready for tomorrow’s. 

Applications are likely to be connected in a variety of ways,  
and it makes sense to review some of these options. Each  
option tends to have reasons why it has been chosen in the past, 
reasons why it may be chosen today and also why it might be 
replaced going forward.

File transfer
One approach that is used to connect many business applica-
tions today is one that has been used for years—even decades: 
file transfer. File transfer is typically seen as straightforward,  
as the applications write data to the file system, and then a file 
transfer routine moves the file to another system to make it 
possible for another application to use the data. This approach 
moves the data without requiring the applications themselves  
to be connected in any way. Also, for virtually all systems, the 
generic file transfer protocol (FTP) capability is always there, 
and it can be very simple and quick to write a script to move the 
data. However, although this process is seen as straightforward, 
there are many points of failure. The data that is being stored 
in the file does need to be in the right format. And the file 
transfer can fail, leading to old or incorrect data being used by 
the receiving application, and there is little or no security or 
management-by- standard in most file transfer solutions. The  
file that is being moved can be incomplete or corrupt. Although 
file transfer is still widely used, and is very quick and easy to set 
up, most business leaders want to have more reliability, security 
and reporting. It is all too easy for file transfers to fail or go to 
the wrong place with no record or logging of this. So although 
it is common to see this scenario, there are a lot of ways in 
which the approach can be improved.

HTTP
Another approach that has grown up along with the browser- 
based front ends to web-server based applications is to use  
HTTP as a standardized and general connectivity solution. 
Again, this approach is used because it is widely available on  
virtually any platform, is familiar to most developers and there-
fore can provide a way to move data between systems quickly  
to meet development-project goals. Both users and developers  
are familiar with HTTP, and people feel secure using HTTP  
if it is protected by Secure Socket Layer (SSL). However, 
although HTTP has all these benefits, there are a number  
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of drawbacks to this approach. HTTP is designed to provide 
tightly coupled connectivity. It is not appropriate for time- 
independent processing in which you can “fire off “a request 
without waiting for a response or having to retry if you fail. 
HTTP requests are not able to persist over network failures,  
or to move data under transactional control, or to be anything 
other than point-to- point connections. Many of these restric -
tions do not matter for a lot of data movements, but in cases in 
which business critical data is being moved and a number of 
other factors need to be considered, then these are key issues 
with the HTTP approach. 

Embedded JMS
Assuming that applications are being written using Java  
application servers, yet another approach is to use Java Message 
Service (JMS) application programming interfaces (APIs) and 
make use of the Java Message Service that is embedded in many 
application engines. This approach will be simple and straight-
forward for Java programmers who are comfortable using their 
preferred Java application server, and when all the applications 
involved are running within that specific Java engine. However, 
the limitations mentioned above point to the possible problems 
with this approach. Not all applications are written in Java, and 
the applications do not necessarily all run in the same types of 
Java application server, which is a problem for most JMS imple-
mentations since different implementations cannot exchange 
messages. So using embedded JMS providers to connect appli-
cations is perfectly valid for only a limited number of use cases.

Enterprise messaging middleware
One final way to move data between applications is to use a 
dedicated middleware layer for enterprise messaging. This is a 
similar approach to the embedded JMS messaging mentioned 
above, but avoids the limitations of being Java only, and of only 
connecting to other instances running in the same application 
server environment. The enterprise messaging approach also 

avoids some of the limitations of HTTP, since you are able  
to use more loosely coupled requests, including both time- 
independence and transactional integrity. And although it is  
different from a file transfer solution, enterprise messaging can 
be used to enhance, replace or update an existing or a new file 
transfer-based approach without application disruption. One   
of the leading solutions in this space is IBM® MQ middleware, 
which has been used by IT leaders to address this solution for 
nearly 20 years. This paper will now review this IBM offering 
in more detail, highlighting how MQ can provide a solution to 
multiple different customer requirements for data movement, 
and how MQ matches up against the other solution approaches 
for different deployments.

What is IBM MQ?
Messaging-oriented middleware
At its simplest, MQ provides messaging-based middleware  
(MOM), sometimes described as enterprise messaging, enabling 
integration between applications, systems and services. The 
principle behind MOM is that, instead of connecting and 
directly exchanging information with each other, applications 
send information over an indirect middleware layer. This layer 
packages the information that is to be exchanged as a message 
and moves the message through a queuing system to send the 
message to the receiving application.

With messaging-oriented middleware such as IBM  MQ an 
application uses a simple application programming interface 
(API) to send a message by moving the data into the messaging 
middleware environment. The receiving application then uses 
the same API to retrieve the data from the MOM environment. 
Thus, the application programmer can rely on the messaging 
environment to deal with aspects of transmission failure and 
error-handling, and the application can focus purely on the  
business logic. And the API is relatively simple to learn and  
is standardized throughout virtually every platform.
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The nature of the messaging system also enables the program-
ming logic to be asynchronous. Applications can be freed from 
waiting for a response or from checking to determine whether 
the receiving application is available or has confirmed that it  
has received the message. With all this “checking for success” 
now managed by the messaging middleware, programming 
resources are freed up and applications are simplified, all while 
strengthening reliability and manageability for the connection. 
If all applications, networks and data are available, there is no 
latency disadvantage to an asynchronous programming model, 
and real benefits accrue quickly. And for the numerous cases 
where there is a problem, a delay or a failure, then this asyn-
chronous approach enables applications to handle failure with-
out programming complexity, and without constantly polling  
to check for success. 

Using an indirect connection, through the messaging layer, 
means that the sending and receiving applications can be coded 
very differently, using a much simpler approach to architecture. 
Instead of business logic for each business function being  
tangled with the inbound and outbound connectivity interface, 
each function can be coded cleanly. The function can then be 
invoked independently by multiple different applications, sys-
tems and services. Clean coding vastly increases the possibilities 
of reuse, which can increase the business value of the applica-
tion, support the return on investment and also create the  
ability of the business to be more responsive to change.

Gain business value quickly with IBM MQ. Appliances are 
pre-   configured and can be deployed in days.

IBM MQ has been the messaging backbone of choice for thou-
sands of businesses globally for more than 20 years. With this 
solution, business leaders in almost any Industry can integrate 
their applications and sources of data in a simpler, faster, more 
reliable and security-rich manner to use their existing software  
and hardware assets more effectively. 

Differentiators:

●● Robust, security-rich and more reliable messaging for your  
enterprise

●● Connect almost everything, available for the widest possible 
set of platforms and programming environments to help you 
manage application complexity

●● Provides a comprehensive, secure and reliable messaging 
solution to support conventional and emerging  
messaging needs

●● Assures delivery of information—once and only once—with 
the highest quality of service

●● Reduces the cost of connecting applications through a rich 
set of connectivity functions 

IBM has been constantly adding new capabilities to IBM MQ 
over the years, helping evolve the platform to meet new chal-
lenges and opportunities. The latest updates to this solution  
are IBM MQ V8 and IBM MQ Advanced V8. A major new 
version, it is available for multiple platforms including the 
Microsoft Windows, IBM z/OS®, Linux, IBM  AIX®, Oracle 
Solaris, HP-UX and IBM  i platforms. This new version builds 
on the recent versions that were released over the past few years 
and extends them with new capabilities. The new capabilities 
include enhanced scalability, stronger and simpler security  
and updates to platforms and standards. In addition, on the 
IBM System z® servers, this version supports enhanced  
exploitation of recent hardware improvements.
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IBM MQ Advanced is a bundled offering that includes the  
code and tools that can help provide a highly efficient messag-
ing infrastructure. It provides a single and complete messaging 
solution, combining the industry’s most widely deployed mes-
saging middleware IBM MQ along with Managed File Transfer, 
Advanced Message Security and MQ Telemetry. These assets 
are designed to provide a powerful, easy, integrated solution 
trusted for thousands of mission critical apps. The solution also 
provides MQ Advanced for developers for all development and 
testing purposes designed to speed up production.

With MQ Advanced V8, the managed file transfer capability is 
further extended with entitlement to IBM Connect:Direct® 
and IBM Connect Control Center® for additional use cases  
of managed file transfer. All these capabilities can now be easily 
accessed by developers at no charge with IBM MQ Advanced 
for developers. They can also buy the fully supported version 
on a per user basis.

IBM MQ—architecture and capabilities
Since 1993, IBM MQ has been the leading choice for MOM, 
offering assured, once-and- once- only delivery of messages  
between applications and systems on virtually every commercial 
IT platform. This IBM middleware is used as the fundamental 
messaging backbone for mission-critical environments by thou -
sands of IBM clients in a wide range of regions and industries. 
IBM MQ is available on more than 80 platform configurations, 
offering standards-based APIs and proprietary approaches for  
maximum programming f lexibility.

IBM MQ helps businesses to connect applications using a 
point-to- point messaging approach. Applications can be coded  
specifically to move messages from one application to another. 
Coders can take advantage of IBM MQ to simplify the connec-
tivity interface and the other supporting logic that otherwise 
would be required. Many thousands of organizational leaders 
have been doing this to remove business risk from their applica-
tion connectivity. And the nature of their use of IBM MQ 
within their applications has enabled them to be more suited to 
greater componentization and reuse, as part of service-oriented  
architecture (SOA) or as part of a move to the cloud.

Transactional exchange of data
One of the fundamental capabilities of IBM MQ is how it acts 
as a transaction manager. As described previously, IBM MQ is 
used to send and receive data between applications. However, 
take the case of a bank that is moving money between two 
accounts, or the case of a travel agent who is booking a seat  
on a plane. Either of these circumstances requires a transac-
tional exchange of data. 

Single, Integrated Messaging Solution

IBM MQ
Advanced v8

IBM MQ IBM MQ
Telemetry

IBM MQ Managed
File Transfer

IBM MQ Advanced
Message Security
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It is critical that: 1) information moves and both sides of  
the exchange are updated with the new state, or 2) nothing 
happens.

As a business leader, you do not, want to move money from  
one account to another, and have the same money credited to 
both accounts. You also do not want to try to reserve a seat on a 
plane, and fail, yet have the plane’s ticketing system see a seat 
reserved. Avoiding such errors requires a transaction manager. 
IBM MQ is built on top of a transaction manager, so that  
messages are moved as part of a transaction, and resources 
under the transactional control of a resource manager can be 
updated as part of a transactional unit-of- work. This gives the  
business a level of assurance that the message will be moved 
once and once only, with no degree of uncertainty, no need for 
duplication and no requirement for additional logic in the 
application for verification.

Although a high level of transactional management is appropri-
ate or necessary for many forms of information exchange, many 
other message types are transient and do not require transac-
tional control. For such messages, IBM MQ can be configured 
to allow a lighter approach to assured delivery and to apply 
message persistence. For example, when an account balance is 
being requested, or airplane seat availability is being queried, 
there is no need for any transactional locking, and if required, 
the same message could be sent repeatedly. Therefore, 
IBM MQ can take a more lightweight and simple approach  
to the exchange of messages so that the message is sent faster, 
with less overhead and with less impact on overall system 
performance.

Persistence
When any transaction can be critical for your business or your 
customer, you need absolute assurance that even system failures 
will not affect the handling of the customer data. As part of the 
transactional support provided by IBM MQ, each message can, 
if required, be persisted, or written to disk, as a way to maintain 

the integrity of the information during the movement of the 
message. This preserves the message and completes the transac-
tion without losing data if a failure occurs at either end during 
the transaction. Persistence is fundamental to the ability of 
IBM MQ to assure once-and- once- only delivery of messages  
without burdening the application with complex error-handling  
code. Persistence can become very important when the data 
being moved is critical, when the systems through which the 
data is moving are subject to failures, or when it would be com-
plex to recreate or resubmit the data. In many environments, 
even though failures are rare, they will always occur, and then 
the costs and efforts of recovery can determine whether it 
would have been more efficient to use persistence to ease 
recovery.

Publish/ subscribe and multicast
As businesses seek to extend the application simplicity and  
f lexibility that result when IBM MQ provides the connectivity 
layer, some want to take the next step to even greater f lexibility 
by using the publish/subscribe approach rather than a request/  
response mechanism. This publish/subscribe capability com -
pletely disengages the links between the sending and receiving 
applications. When you use this approach, an application send-
ing a message does not send it to a specific receiving application 
but rather publishes the message with a topic description, and 
any interested applications can then subscribe to that message 
topic. Any number of applications from virtually anywhere in 
an enterprise can then receive and use the data, with no effect 
on the originating application. The Publish/Subscribe capability  
can significantly reduce required maintenance updates to sup-
port new applications and can increase the potential for reuse 
still further.

Publish/Subscribe networks can grow very large, and   
when there are thousands or more subscribers it can be  
important to ensure that all subscribers receive the information 
simultaneously, rather than having some network latency and 
subscription-list latency . If this reduction in latency for large 
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numbers of subscribers is important, then multicast is a form  
of publish/subscribe that allows information to be delivered   
to very large numbers of subscribers at the same time. The 
IBM MQ team added a multicast capability as a part of the 
IBM MQ V7.1 release in the fourth quarter of 2011. 

In IBM MQ V8, enhancements have been made when publish-
ing or subscribing with clustering. With this version, you can 
assign roles to queue managers in a cluster. A subset of those 
queue managers who can be configured for more efficient  
routing of messages. With this enhancement, you can support 
the propagation of publications that can then help publish- 
subscribe configurations scale more effectively.

Managed File Transfer over a IBM MQ network
Many files, as described above, contain critical business data. 
Applications write the data to a file, and then File Transfer 
Protocol (FTP) is used to copy the file to another system,  
to allow the data to be used in the other system, typically by 
another application. However, as described earlier in this white-
paper, this approach can be unreliable and unsecure—and 
unmanaged, even if additional layers are written to support the 
FTP scripting. IBM MQ enables files to be sent as messages 
over the IBM MQ infrastructure. Not only does this increase 

the reliability of delivery by taking advantage of the inherent 
robustness of IBM MQ, but all the other capabilities of 
IBM MQ are also available, along with the security aspects  
and all the management, tracking and logging aspects are able 
to be used. This can transform file transfer into a fully capable 
method of moving large amounts of data, without any require-
ment to change the existing business applications that continue 
to write to files and read from files.

With the release of IBM MQ V7.5, the Managed File Transfer 
function is available as a part of the IBM MQ package as 
IBM MQ Managed File Transfer, subject to separate entitle-
ment. This capability has been enhanced with the additional 
entitlement to IBM Sterling Connect:Direct for peer to peer 
file transfer. Moreover, with the entitlement to IBM Sterling 
Control Center you can help provide event-based monitoring  
and management for file transfers supporting both IBM MQ 
Managed File Transfer and IBM Sterling Connect:Direct.  
This enhancement increases the function and capabilities if  
you need to move files or file contents more reliably and in a 
security-rich manner . The IBM MQ Managed File Transfer 
Agent is now available as part of the WebSphere® Managed 
File Transfer Managed Endpoint entitlement and it is licensed 
for each install instead of each client device.

A comprehensive MFT solution with IBM MQ

IBM MQ Network

MFT
Agent

Edge
Component

Trading Partners

Vendors

External
Business Units

J2EE
Applications

Open Source
Scripting

Command
Line

Eclipse ToolingExisting MQ
Applications

Windows

UNIXes

z/OS AS 400

Figure 3. Shows how you can move files throughout your enterprise and beyond when you use IBM MQ.
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IBM has been the market share leader of the AIM market for 
more than a decade, and it is the market share leader in 
business process management suite (BPMS), enterprise 
service bus (ESB) (including AIM appliances), stand-a   lone 
B2B gateway software, message-or   iented middleware (MOM) 
and transaction processing monitor (TPM).1 

By providing Managed File Transfer capability running over 
IBM MQ, your message traffic, whether application messages 
or files packaged as messages, can be tracked to completion 
using the single control dashboard that is provided as a part  
of IBM MQ. This approach provides real benefits for users, 
especially administrators. These individuals can review what is 
moving through their business with a single glance, whether the 
contents are a file or an application message. All types can be 
treated and managed in the same way.

Securing IBM MQ and securing message contents
Whether they are operating completely within the enterprise, 
or are connected to the wider internet, all systems today need 
to be secured. There are many aspects to security for an enter-
prise messaging system. Given that IBM MQ moves a large 
amount of critical business data from system to system, 
IBM MQ itself must be designed for security, with authentica-
tion to connect to the system, ensuring that unauthorized users 
cannot gain access and change the configuration. Then there is 
security of the messages f lowing over IBM MQ. Here, there 
are a number of security features provided by IBM MQ. There 
is improved security on the connections between systems using 
IBM MQ because you can take advantage of SSL and other 
connection security. This helps to ensure that the IBM MQ 
messages that are f lowing over the wires are secure. However, 
due to the message queuing approach, messages may be written 
to a queue at a Queue Manager as the messages f low through 

the network, for persistence. If the message contents are not 
encrypted, then when the message gets written to disk at the 
MQ Queue Manager, this means it is no longer encrypted by 
the SSL. Clearly, the applications could be rewritten in order  
to send encrypted message contents, but in some cases the 
applications will be unchangeable. IBM MQ has an additional 
component available in the IBM MQ Advanced package,  
subject to entitlement, that enables the message contents to  
be encrypted throughout the process, even when the message  
is persisted in a queue. There is no change required to the 
applications at either end, or the message contents will be 
encrypted from application to application.

With IBM MQ V8, you can authenticate using an identity 
defined to the OS instance in which IBM MQ is running. This 
new authentication feature will help reduce the administration 
tasks of defining and removing users, especially for multiple  
systems. Channel Authentication Records (CHLAUTH)  
definitions can now be used for Domain Name System (DNS) 
host names instead of IP addresses. This enhancement helps  
the removal of user exits in such instances when you have used 
user exits to support this capability in the past.

Yet another security enhancement in IBM MQ V8 supports  
a more f lexible security configuration of a queue manager.  
A queue manager can now have multiple certificates, each 
signed by a different certificate authority. With this enhance-
ment, you can use a single queue manager to communicate  
with different partners, each of whom uses a different certificate 
authority, simply by controlling through channel definitions. 
Furthermore, almost all platforms including the IBM z/OS  
platform now support the SHA-2 cryptographic hash functions.  
These functions help ensure the protection of your assets and 
meet regulatory requirements. You can also take advantage of 
higher standards of security.
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Messaging clients for extending access and 
transactions throughout the infrastructure
Business leaders who deploy IBM MQ generally install and 
maintain code for the systems that need to connect together 
using IBM MQ with IBM MQ following a client/server archi -
tecture. The server runs as the Queue Manager and all queues 
are on the server. IBM MQ clients can be remote from the 
server or can be co-located. Message persistence is supported  
from the moment when a message is written to a queue on the 
server, so depending on the nature of the data being moved, 
either clients or servers may be deployed through the 
infrastructure.

Some data that is being moved from a client may need to be 
part of a transactional unit of work. Here, the data from the  
client is being moved from a managed resource such as a  
database on the client, and through the IBM MQ Transaction 
Manager. For this type of solution, an Extended Transactional 
Client can be deployed in place of the standard client. This 
approach enables coordination with an external resource man-
ager to make it possible for the client connection to move data 
as part of a transactional unit of work, providing excellent pro-
tection for the data movement and for the business driving it.

Using IBM MQ as a JMS provider
As discussed above, many business leaders use applications 
coded in Java, running in an application server. Part of the Java 
standard is JMS—providing a messaging service as a part of the 
programming model. Using JMS is therefore a natural way for 
such applications to move data into an application and out of  
an application, and many application servers include a JMS pro-
vider to “listen” for JMS requests and execute them. However, 
this will only work if both the sending application and the 
receiving application are running a common JMS provider. 
Although JMS is a standard API, the wire format is not 

standard, so different JMS providers cannot exchange messages. 
IBM MQ can act as a JMS provider in more environments  
than can other messaging provider, which makes it possible for 
Java programmers to use JMS in more places. Programmers can 
send and receive messages with any other IBM MQ application, 
whether the application uses JMS or not, and whether the Java 
programs are running in the same type of application server or 
not. This helps to ensure that programmers are free to gain the 
benefits of messaging without the complexity of interoperability 
concerns.

Automatic failover for high availability with IBM MQ
Keeping production environments running and connected  
is critical for many businesses. A failure of connectivity is just  
as important as an application failure if connectivity failure  
prevents work from being done. Most hardware platforms offer 
some form of high-availability solution, but this high availability  
can be complex to set up and can be expensive. IBM MQ  
supports these hardware-based solutions and also offers a  
software-based solution to provide automatic failover for  
IBM MQ Queue Managers, providing High Availability  
without hardware dependency. In the case of a Queue Manager 
failure, another instance of the Queue Manager takes over the 
work and the transactions of the failed system, with no inter-
vention needed.

Connecting physical assets and mobile devices
For years, businesses have been focusing on their internal IT 
infrastructure, based around servers and tightly coupled clients. 
Now there is an explosion of interest in extending the business 
IT infrastructure out to the growing set of mobile connected 
devices—typically smartphones and tablets. There is also a 
growing recognition of the new set of opportunities around the 
data that is sent and received by physical assets—which might 
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be sensors, GPS locators, utility meters, medical devices or just 
about any other device which can produce or consume data. 
Mobile devices and physical assets tend to be limited in terms  
of what is supported for installation, and mobile devices and 
physical assets also operate in environments in which there may 
be both limited power and limited bandwidth for connectivity.

IBM MQ supports a solution that enables connections to  
these types of devices: a transport protocol called IBM MQ 
Telemetry Transport. This open-standard protocol allows for  
small lightweight clients to be written that can run in a very 
small footprint on a mobile device or a remote physical device. 
The IBM MQ Telemetry Transport protocol is designed to 
operate over an unreliable low bandwidth connection, and 
therefore is very concise, helping to ensure that little power  
is consumed on the device from running the client or from 
sending the message. This protocol also helps to ensure that  
the message takes up very few transmission bytes, and that the 
message is only active when needed. Applications that use 
IBM MQ Telemetry Transport then connect to a IBM MQ 
Queue Manager that is using the IBM MQ Telemetry compo-
nent, which is included in the IBM MQ Advanced package but 
requires separate entitlement if used. 

By using this protocol, businesses can extend applications to 
gain better awareness of what is happening beyond the corpo-
rate data center, and they can respond faster to events that  
are identified by these physical devices. Also, new and existing 
business opportunities can be driven by new users and in new 
places and times through mobile device connectivity and reve-
nue can be gained from the new opportunities that are created 
by mobile access to the business.

With IBM MQ Telemetry, you can connect IBM MQ on 
Windows, Linux and IBM AIX platforms to MQ Telemetry 
Transport (MQTT) clients. Prior to IBM MQ V8, this feature 
was available with two different licenses: standard or advanced. 
With the standard license, you could connect IBM MQ servers 
to MQTT clients. With the advanced license, you could deploy 
and connect IBM MQ servers to the MQ Telemetry daemon 
for devices that helped buffer for MQTT messages and acted  
as a client concentrator. With IBM MQ V8, these functions are 
available with the regular IBM MQ Telemetry license, to foster 
improved f lexibility of deployment options at no additional 
license cost. IBM MQ Advanced still includes a license for 
IBM MQ Telemetry deployment to all supported IBM MQ 
servers in the enterprise without relation to the number of 
IBM MQ Advanced licenses purchased.

Using IBM MQ on IBM z/O  S
For many businesses today, IT infrastructure is widely available 
throughout the enterprise, but critical business applications 
continue to run on mainframes—specifically IBM System z 
hardware running the IBM z/OS operating system. These   
applications clearly need to connect to other parts of the busi-
ness, and IBM MQ exists on both z/OS and other platforms    
to provide this capability. There are some important differences 
on the z/OS platform which are ref  lected in the IBM MQ 
offering on that platform. A key point is that IBM MQ on  
z/OS is written natively for the z/  OS platform. This helps   
IBM MQ to run extremely efficiently, and helps to ensure that 
IBM MQ is able to exploit the many key features native to the 
z/OS platform. A recent release of IBM   MQ on z/OS demon  -
strated the middleware exploiting the coupling facility more 
efficiently when using large messages, and improving recovery 
when using the coupling facility. Also, IBM MQ on z/OS, with   
the latest release is able to scale to one million messages per 
second (2KB non-shared) on a single Queue Manager on a    
30-way IBM   zEnterprise® z196 server.3
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With IBM MQ V8 for z/OS, you can use the queue manager    
to exploit much larger storage to buffer access to private queues 
that are defined on page sets. Page sets are used to store most 
messages and object definitions. For configurations and use 
cases that tend to build up large numbers of messages in queues 
such as batch processing, this capability can be very important. 
You can define buffer pools in 64-bit storage and additional   
buffer pools, up to a maximum of 100. These pools can also  
be defined to support caching of large numbers of messages in 
storage, if required. These 64-bit buffer pools when used with   
fixed pages can help enhance the performance of IBM MQ  
V8 for z/OS.

Changes have also been made to IBM MQ V8 for z/OS to   
widen the log relative byte address (RBA). With this change, 
you can help avoid the need to shut down the queue manager 
for resetting the logs if you have large persistent message work-
loads. In addition, you can expect increased uptime and higher 
overall productivity of the system.

Extending messaging beyond connectivity
IBM MQ moves data and files without reading, understanding 
or changing the contents of the message that is being moved.  
In many parts of the business, that is all that is required. Data 
on one system, under the control of one application, is simply 
required in the same format on another system for an applica-
tion designed to use the same data.

In the same way, even if a business moves a file with IBM MQ, 
the file will be moved with assurance, but there is no assurance 
that any application on a remote system will be able to make 
use of the file or the data held within. However, increasingly  
in the dynamic business environment, messages need to be 
transformed, understood and acted upon, and not just simply 
connected. As messages or files get moved throughout a 

  

business, it is useful or necessary to do additional work on the 
data before it reaches the receiving application or system. This 
work could involve reformatting, enriching or truncating the 
data. Having a f lexible, configurable integration environment 
working as an enterprise service bus (ESB) that can perform 
these types of integration functions is an essential part of the 
integration solution for many businesses to gain the benefits 
from the integration, and who wish to realize the value of the 
data being moved.

Choices for deploying IBM MQ in cloud environments
In recent years, leaders have seen a huge growth of interest in 
virtualization and the cloud. For many businesses cloud means a 
publically hosted environment, paid for when used. For many 
other businesses cloud can refer to a form of virtualization to 
maximize use of existing hardware and software on-premise.   
The reality is a blend of both. Cloud deployments will likely 
lead to businesses selecting some services to be hosted on a 
public, external shared system, and other environments will be 
on internal hardware, configured and deployed as needed. 

Accessing the applications, services and data on any of these 
environments requires a reliable, secure connectivity mecha-
nism. IBM MQ is purposely designed for use in these scenarios, 
because it is in the nature of cloud deployments, especially in 
externally hosted environments, to be subject to events beyond 
the control of any individual user. IBM MQ can help to deal 
with service interruptions and failures. The IBM offering is also 
available as a IBM MQ Hypervisor Edition to be deployed into 
virtual machines within the business environment used as  
private clouds. One example of this is in providing IBM MQ 
messaging as a system pattern for the IBM PureApplication® 
System.
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What does a smartly interconnected enterprise look like?

Cloud Integration

Smart Devices

Mobile Devices

Standards-based, reliable
and secure integration
beyond the enterprise

Reliable integration within the
enterprise to effectively use all this data!

Figure 4. The value of MQ integrating all endpoints across the organization.

Reasons to use IBM MQ in key scenarios
Why use IBM MQ instead of HTTP to connect mobile 
or remote physical devices?
●● Is the connectivity between the remote device and the 

backend infrastructure brittle and prone to interruptions  
and failure?
– HTTP connections can easily be interrupted and can lose 

data when connectivity is inconsistent. IBM MQ offers a 
more-reliable and robust transport that delivers data once   
and once only.

●● Is the back end application required to add complex  
error handling?
– To cope with the higher rates of failure that are expected  

in remote connectivity, HTTP-based applications need to   
have complex failure handling. IBM MQ removes some of 
the complexity from applications, keeping them simpler 
and focused.

●● Can the mobile infrastructure perform push-notification?  
– HTTP applications rely on connectivity that is initiated  

by the client. More-flexible connectivity provided by    
IBM MQ allows for two-way connectivity  .

●● Can publish-subscribe applications be built to connect to   
remote devices?
– HTTP-based applications are locked into synchronous   

communications. IBM MQ allows for adaptable publish- -
subscribe connectivity to exchange data.

●● Are there concerns over bandwidth consumption?
– For remotely connected devices the bandwidth available 

can be limited or costly. IBM MQ uses IBM MQ 
Telemetry Transport to provide an extremely efficient 
protocol to reduce bandwidth consumption to optimal 
levels.

●● Are there concerns over power consumption?
– Mobile devices have limited battery lives. HTTP can use 

high amounts of power in communicating with the remote 
server. IBM MQ, using IBM MQ Telemetry Transport, 
minimizes the power consumption through efficient 
applications and connectivity.
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Why use IBM MQ instead of an embedded  
JMS provider?
●● Is there only a single Java application environment in the 

infrastructure?
– JMS providers may offer the same API, but the providers 

are not able to interact and exchange messages, so a 
platform-neutral JMS provider such as IBM   MQ is a 
strong solution for connecting all Java applications.

●● Are there any non-Java applications that need to be   
connected?
– Most JMS providers can only connect with other JMS- -

enabled applications. IBM MQ offers common message- -
based connectivity between JMS, Java and non-Java apps.  

●● Does the embedded JMS provider deliver full transactional 
integrity in the case of a failure?
– When moving critical data and updating transactions, can 

the JMS provider offer the robust messaging integrity that 
is built into IBM MQ? 

●● Can large messages be handled by the embedded  
JMS provider?
– Some Java environments can struggle with large message 

sizes. IBM MQ has demonstrated for many years its ability 
to move large messages.2

●● Is there an integrated dashboard to show and to manage the 
f low of all data moving in the infrastructure?
– Does an embedded JMS provider in a Java application 

environment offer a dashboard for ease of configuration, 
operation and visibility to all data and activity moving 
through the message layer, as does the single dashboard  
of IBM MQ?

Why use IBM MQ instead of File Transfer?
●● Are FTP scripts used, and how do they cope with changes 

and maintenance?
– With networks, applications and data constantly changing, 

FTP scripts can be a hidden cost and a business risk.  
IBM MQ provides a single point of control for moving 
files in a managed way without complex and risky updates 
and maintenance needs.

●● Is there a record of success or failure for file transfer?
– Without knowing whether files have successfully reached 

their destination, business processes can start to operate  
in old or incomplete data. IBM MQ delivers files more 
reliably and offers visibility through an audit trail to the 
success or failure of delivery.

●● How can FTP scripts cope with different failures, given that 
FTP can fail up to 20 percent of the time?
– File transfer can fail in many ways. FTP scripting can be 

highly complex, leading to increased costs, risks of failure 
and a demand for expert skills. IBM MQ helps to remove 
the complexity from file transfer.

●● Are there issues with the security of files and file movement?
– Data that is held in files can be valuable and confidential. 

IBM MQ can provide security-rich, more-  reliable delivery  , 
including encryption of file data being moved.

●● Is the data in files used by other applications in a timely 
manner?
– File data is moved to be used. Delivering files to a file 

system can be inefficient if the applications are not aware 
of the new data. Moving files through IBM MQ can either 
trigger action—or even move the data directly into a 
consuming application.
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Why use IBM MQ instead of open source messaging 
or home-  grown connectivity?
●● How much of the IT budget is spent on maintaining 

connectivity between applications?
– IBM MQ reduces total cost of ownership by reducing the 

time and effort needed to maintain the integration layer.
●● Can application changes be made quickly or are changes and 

updates delayed due to complexity?
– Applications connected using IBM MQ can focus on 

business logic without unnecessary complexity for more- -
rapid changes, helping business teams to respond faster  
to new business opportunities.

●● What happens to in-f  light data when there is a failure?
– IBM MQ offers robust transactional integrity and provides 

assured message delivery without requiring additional 
programming. “Home-grown” connectivity  , and even some 
open-source messaging solutions, struggle to maintain data   
or transactions when failures occur.

●● Can you use a single dashboard to view data movement and 
to control the environment for all the data that is f lowing 
through the infrastructure?
– IBM MQ comes with powerful tooling to configure, 

deploy and manage the flow of messages and files over  
the IBM MQ infrastructure, providing a single point of 
visibility and control.

●● Is there built-in High A  vailability support or must you  
have hardware-based High A  vailability?
– IBM MQ supports High Availability through native 

capabilities, offering automatic failover without requiring 
hardware-based functions.   

Business value
With IBM MQ and IBM MQ Advanced, a market leader  
in messaging middleware, you can help support scalable, 
enterprise-class connectivity that is designed to scale with your   
increasing integration challenges and needs. 

IBM MQ Advanced is designed to provide you with the most- -
complete solution for connecting applications, systems, and  
services to move data and files more reliably, more securely, 
more rapidly and more simply. Available for the widest possible 
set of platforms and programming environments, this 
IBM solution helps to remove the complexity from applications 
and enables a business teams to focus on core business func-
tions. IBM MQ provides critical connectivity infrastructure  
for virtually every part of your business, extending from the 
mainframe to the mobile.

IBM MQ has been connecting applications in companies for 
nearly 20 years. Start to discover what IBM MQ can do for 
your business today. 

Next steps
Download the trial version of IBM MQ

Download IBM MQ Advanced for developers at no charge

Read how IBM MQ is the de-f  acto messaging solution for all 
Industries

Read the redbooks

Watch the IBM MQ Overview video

https://www14.software.ibm.com/webapp/iwm/web/preLogin.do?pkgid=&S_SRCID=ESD-WSMQ-EVAL&source=ESD-WSMQ-EVAL&S_TACT=109J84RW&S_CMP=web_ibm_ws_appint_ct_wmq-ov&S_PKG=CR9H9ML&s=&id=2009-08-28+03%3A34%3A46.648052R&fam=&cat=&l=English+International&m=download&ibm-continue=Continue
https://www14.software.ibm.com/webapp/iwm/web/signup.do?source=sw-app&S_PKG=ov21249&S_TACT=109J84RW&dynform=881&lang=en_US
https://www14.software.ibm.com/webapp/iwm/web/signup.do?source=sw-app&S_PKG=ov23344&S_TACT=109KA6JW&dynform=841&lang=en_US
https://www14.software.ibm.com/webapp/iwm/web/signup.do?source=sw-app&S_PKG=ov23344&S_TACT=109KA6JW&dynform=841&lang=en_US
https://www14.software.ibm.com/webapp/iwm/web/signup.do?lang=en_US&source=sw-app&S_PKG=MQV70_Features_Enhancements&S_TACT=109HE2RW&S_CMP=web_ibm_ws_appint_rn_wmq-ov
https://www14.software.ibm.com/webapp/iwm/web/signup.do?source=sw-app&S_PKG=ov8273&S_TACT=109KA6JW&dynform=821&lang=en_US
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For more information
To learn more about IBM MQ, please contact your IBM repre-
sentative or IBM Business Partner, or visit the following  
website: http://   w   ww-03.ibm.   com/s   oftware/pr   oducts/en/   ibm-   m   q

Additionally, IBM Global Financing can help you acquire the 
software capabilities that your business needs in the most  
cost-effective and strategic way possible. W   e’ll partner with 
credit-qualified clients to customize a financing solution to suit    
your business and development goals, enable effective cash 
management, and improve your total cost of ownership. Fund 
your critical IT investment and propel your business forward 
with IBM Global Financing. For more information, visit:  
ibm.com/f   inancing

Messaging middleware is software that provides an interface 
between applications. This interface makes it possible for  
applications to send data back and forth to each other asyn-
chronously. Data sent by one program can be stored and  
then forwarded to the receiving program when the receiving 
program becomes available to process the data.
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